
 

Drawing Edit 

Erase  

Removes objects from drawing 

Instead of selecting objects to erase, you can enter an option, such as L to erase the last drawn object, p to 

erase the previous selection set, or ALL to erase all objects. You can also enter ? to get a list of all options. 

 

Consider the following drawing sequence, 

 

To select the object(s) to erase, select the Erase command to get the selection pick box. 

 To erase the last drawn object rectangle (C), select Erase command and type L. We will get the 

rectangle (C) is highlighted and then press Enter to execute the operation. 

 

 

 To erase a set of previously selected objects. If we want to erase the circle (A) and the line (B), we have 

to select the objects and press Enter. Now select the Erase command and type p. We will get the circle 

(A), and line (B) is highlighted, press Enter to erase the objects. 

Circle selected as 

object. Press Enter 

to execute the 

command. 

First – circle (A),  

Second – line (B), and  

Last – rectangle (C). 

 



 

 
 To erase all drawing in the screen, select the Erase command and type ALL. All drawings in the screen 

will get highlighted. Press Enter to erase all objects drawn in the screen.  

 

 

 To erase any specific object(s) without applying these commands, select the Erase command, select 

the object(s) and press Enter to execute. 

 

Copy  

Copies objects a specified distance in a specified direction  
With the COPYMODE system variable, you can control whether multiple copies are created automatically. 
COPYMODE = 0 (sets the copy mode to multiple copies) 
COPYMODE = 1 (sets the copy mode to single copy) 
 
To make a copy of any object, we have to select the Copy command to get the selection pick box, select the 

object to be copied. Press Enter to confirm the selection, define a base point and second point (distance and 

direction reference) and get a copy at specified distance and direction. 

Select the objects and press Enter. 

Then, 

 

  



 

 

  

 Copy using displacement – This is the option to get a copy of object(s) at specified distance in a 

specified direction relative to base point. 

We don’t need to define the base point for this option. The coordinate values are always incremental 

from the object(s) and defined in actual from the origin. 

 
 Copy using mode – Using this option we can get a single copy or multiple copies of object(s) at 

specified distance and direction relative to a user defined base point.  

 
 Array using copy – This option is used to get a set of copies (desired number of copies) in specified 

direction. Here the distance of copied object is equal and relative to its previous copy. We have to 

define the base point for distance reference.  



 

 

 

 First point as displacement – After defining the base point, press Enter to accept the absolute value 

of base point as the second point or point of displacement. i.e. if the absolute value of base point is 

20,15 then the displacement of the object will be 20 units in X direction and 15 units in Y direction 

relative to the defined base point. 

  

 

Use Exit command to complete the operation and exit from the command, and Undo to erase the last copied 

object and return to previous point. 

 

 

Mirror  

Creates a mirrored copy of selected objects  

You can create objects that represent half of drawing, select them, and mirror them across a specified line to 

create the other half. 



 

Mirrored copy of any object is the reverse copy of the source object relative to mirror line. Source object and 

mirrored copy is equally distant from mirror line. 

To get a mirrored copy of any object, select the Mirror command and get the selection pick box to select the 

source object.  

 

Define the mirror line by first point and second point to get the mirrored copy.  

 

 

 

 

 

Offset   

Creates concentric circle, parallel lines, and parallel curves  

You can offset an object at a specified distance or through a point. After you offset objects, you can trim and 

extend them as an efficient method to create drawing containing many parallel lines and curves. 

For line segments the dimension remains unchanged for the offset copy.  

For circles, arc segments, and curves the radius increase or decrease according to the side of offset. 

 

To erase the source object, type Y or select Yes. To remain 

the source object, type N or select No. by default N is 

selected. 

 



 

Offset towards center – radius decrease.   
Offset opposite to center – radius increase. 

For objects contain series of segment (line segment and arc segment), the shape defers after an extent for 

offset copy.  

 

To offset any object we have to select the Offset command and specify the offset distance. The offset distance 

may be through or user specified distance. A selection pick box activate to select the object to offset. Select 

object and define the side of offset. 

The option Erase is used to specify either the source object erase or remain after offset. To erase the source 

object, type Y or select Yes. To remain the source object, type N or select No. by default N is selected. 

 

Layer option is to add the properties of layer defined in the offset copy of object. To define the layer property 

of source object, select Source. To define the property of other layer currently in use, select Current. 

 

 

 

The Multiple option is used to create multiple copies at defined offset distance. 

 

Use Exit command to complete the operation and exit from the command, and Undo to erase the last copied 

object and return to previous point. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Array – Array is a tool to get multiple numbers of object copies maintaining some parameters.  

We can get the following types of arrays : 

Rectangular array, circular array, path array. 

Rectangular array – Distributes object copies into a combination of rows, columns, and levels. 

 

Create an array of rows and columns of copies of the selected object. 

To create rectangular array, select the rectangular array command. A selection pick box appear to select the 

source object. Define the parameters of array and get the arrayed copies. 



 

 

Parameters to define the array as per requirement hereby discussed. 

 Associative – Create associative array. The copies including the source object may be defined as a 

group or individual.  

The change in properties of array are automatic updated in the other copies of associative array; 

where the non-associative array creates independent copies and no effect take place in other copies 

for change in array or source object properties. 

To associate the source object and copies, type Y or select Yes. To separate the source object and each 

copy, type N or select No. 

 
 

 Base point – Specify base point. This is for distance reference. The base point may be by default 

selection or user defined. 

 Key point – Specify a key point on a source object as the base point. Key points are constrains of 

the object like corners or center point. 

 

 Count – Defines the numbers or rows and columns. 

 Spacing – Specify the distance between column and rows.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit cell – Unit cell option is used to define the space 

between columns and rows by defining a virtual rectangle. 

Here, we have to define the lower left corner and upper 

right corner of the rectangle, where, the horizontal side of 

the rectangle defines the distance reference of columns 

and the vertical side of the rectangle defines the row space. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 Columns – Define the number of columns and distance between columns. The Total option is use to 

adjust the columns in a user specified distance. 

 Rows – Define the number of rows, space between rows and incremental elevation (incremental 

height) between rows.  The Total option is use to adjust the rows in a user specified distance. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 Levels – Define the no of levels (copies of rows and columns on Z axis.) and distance between levels. 

The Total option is use to adjust the levels in a user specified distance. 

 
 Exit – Complete the operation and exit from the command. 

Adjusting the no. of columns and rows, column space and row space using the grips 

Incremental elevation – This option 

is used to create array along the 

third axis (Z-axis).  The rows 

uniformly elevate to the defined 

distance. 



 

 

 

Polar array – Distributes objects copies into a combination of circular path, rows and levels. 

  

  

 

A horizontal line defines the rotation about X-axis and vertical line defines the axis about Y-axis. 

then, 

To create polar array, select the polar array command to get the 

selection pick box for object selection. Polar array is always 

defined using a circumference, i.e. any center point of circle, or 

any axis around which the copies created. 

 



 

 

The other parameters to control the polar array are hereby discussed. 

 

 Associative – Create associative array. The copies including the source object may be defined as a 

group or individual.  

The change in properties of array are automatic updated in the other copies of associative array; 

where the non-associative array creates independent copies and no effect take place in other copies 

for change in array or source object properties. 

To associate the source object and copies, type Y or select Yes. To separate the source object and each 

copy, type N or select No. 

 

 
 

 

 Base point – Specify base point. This is for distance reference. The base point may be by default 

selection or user defined. The default base point is the centroid of the source object. 

 



 

 

 Key point – Specify a key point on a source object as the base point. Key points are constrains of 

the object like corners or center point. 

 Items – Define the number of items to be created including the source object. 

 Angle between – Specify the angle between items. It is the included angle between the lines 

connecting base point of two adjacent items to the array path center point. 

 
 Fill angle – Specify the angle to fill. The numbers of items are created on the arc covering the angle. It is 

the included angle between the lines connecting the base point of first and last item to the array path 

center point. The angle may be defined followed by (+) for ccw direction fill and (–) for cw direction fill. 

 
Fill angle = Angle between X (Total items – 1) 

 

 

 

Fill angle – Specify the angle to 

fill. The numbers of items are 

created on the arc covering the 

angle. It is the included angle 

between the lines connecting the 

base point of first and last item 

to the array path center point. 

The angle may be defined 

followed by (+) for ccw direction 

fill and (–) for cw direction fill. 

 

Rows – Define the number of rows, 

space between rows and incremental 

elevation (incremental height) between 

rows.  The Total option is use to adjust 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Levels – Define the no of levels (copies of rows and columns on Z axis.) and distance between levels. 

The Total option is use to adjust the levels in a user specified distance. 

 

 
 Exit – Complete the operation and exit from the command. 

 

Path array – Distributes object copies into a combination of path and rows. 

To create path array, select the path array command and select the object and path by selection pick box. The 

other options to define the path array hereby discussed. 

What are the paths for path array? 

A path can be a line, polyline, arc, spline, helix, circle, ellipse, or 3D polyline. 

 

 

Rotate items – Specify the items to 

rotate. To rotate items, type Y or select 

Yes. Else, type N or select No. The items 

rotation maintain the same distance of 

each item relative to array path center. 

 

 



 

 Associative – Create associative array. The copies including the source object may be defined as a 

group or individual. The change in properties of array are automatic updated in the other copies of 

associative array; where the non-associative array creates independent copies and no effect take place 

in other copies for change in array or source object properties. 

To associate the source object and copies, type Y or select Yes. To separate the source object and each 

copy, type N or select No. 

  
 

 Method – Specify path method 

 Divide – Distributes the path on equal distance. 

 
In Items tab we get  

 

 
 

 

 Measure – Distribute the path as per user defined distance. 

 
In Items tab we get  

 

 

 

 



 

 
 Key point – Specify a key point on a source object as the base point. Key points are constrains of 

the object like corners or center point. 

 Tangent direction – Define the tangent direction vector by two points or select Normal to define 

tangent direction vector normal (at 90o) to the user plane. 

 
 Items – Define numbers of total items along path or distance between items. 

 Rows – Define the number of rows, space between rows and incremental elevation (incremental 

height) between rows.  The Total option is use to adjust the rows in a user specified distance. The rows 

are created parallel to the array path. 

 

 
 Align items – Align arrayed items tangent to array path. Alignment is relative to the source object 

orientation.  

To align items, type Y or select Yes. Else, type N or select No. 

Levels – Define the no of levels (copies of 

rows and columns on Z axis.) and distance 

between levels. The Total option is use to 

adjust the levels in a user specified distance. 

 

Base point – Specify base point. This is for distance 

reference. The base point may be by default selection 

(End of path curve) or user defined. 



 

 
 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Exit – Complete the operation and exit from the command. 

 

Move   

Moves object to a specified distance in a specified direction  

Use coordinates, grid snaps, object snaps, and other tools to move object with precision.  

To move object(s), select the move command and select the object(s) to move by selection pick box. Define 

the relocation point. The point can be defined by coordinate values or constrains.  

 

Relocation of the object(s) is done by the following reference: 

Z direction – Maintain Z direction for 

all items in the 3D array path.  

To align items, type Y or select Yes. 

Else, type N or select No 

 

 



 

 Base point – Define a base point for distance and direction reference. The base point may be on object 

or any other point (coordinate values or constrains)   

 Displacement – Relative to origin (x,y = 0,0) for distance and direction reference. It gives us a reference 

of the distance and direction forming a vector from origin for the displacement of the object.  

 
The coordinate values entered are absolute values from the current position of object to the relative 

position at which the object is displaced. 

 
i.e. if we enter 5,2; the object will move 5 units in X direction and 2 units in Y direction. 

 
 

Use first point as displacement: 

 
Now if we press Enter after defining the base point, object(s) will relocate relative to origin 

(displacement reference) considering the distance and direction reference of base point as second 

point of displacement. 



 

 

Now, we can say, if the base point of object is at origin (X,Y = 0,0), the displacement will be 0 in both direction 

for ‘use first point as displacement’ method. 

Note : Displacement by coordinate values are always on incremental basis and relative either defined from 

base point (base point reference) or from origin (displacement reference). 

 

Rotate  

Rotates objects around a base point 

You can rotate selected objects around a base point to an absolute angle. 

 

To rotate object(s), select the rotate command. The selection pick box appears to select the object(s). Define a 

base point and angle of rotation or drag to any point for direction reference. The rotation angle defined is 

always absolute relative to the horizontal axis. The object remains fixed at the base point. 

 

We can see, the base point of the object is at 

1 unit in X direction and 1 unit in Y direction 

from origin. 

Now, after displacement, the base point of 

object is at 1 unit in X direction and 1 unit in 

Y direction from its previous position. 

Here, the distance (In X & Y direction) of 

base point of the object in previous position 

(before displacement) relative to origin is 

considered as the distance of displacement 

in ‘use first point as displacement’ method.  

The rotation angle of any object 

is always an absolute angle with 

the horizontal line passing 

through the base point. 



 

 

 

 

Copy option is used to create a copy of the source object and rotate the copied object where the source object 

remains stationary.  

 

Reference option is used to define a reference angle by selection any two points to create an imaginary 

reference line to align the object(s) relative to any angle. Here, we can use Point option to create an imaginary 

line (defining two points) to which the object(s) will align. The reference line set parallel to the imaginary line 

created by two points. 



 

 

Here, we have to rotate the object equal to angle ‘a’ with Reference method. 

 
Now,  ‘p’ is the defined base point of the object. Select Reference option. Enter the reference angle value of 

‘b’. Now enter the new angle value (a+b) to rotate the object accordingly. 

Again, define the line o-x as the reference angle and select Points option to define the new angle. Select points 

o and y. Now, the angle of rotation is equal to angle yox. 

 

 

 

Scale   

Enlarges or reduces selected objects, keeping the proportions of the object the same after scaling 

To scale an object, specify a base point and a scale factor. The base point acts as the center of the scaling 

operation and remains stationary. A scale factor greater than 1 enlarges the object. A scale factor between 0 

and 1 shrinks the object. 

 

So after scaling, the size of the segment = original size X scale factor. 

Now we will discuss to define the scale factor.  

The scale factor is define by specifying any positive value or point. 



 

Reference option is used to define the scale factor. Here we have to define a reference length and new length. 

The new length is defined either from first point of reference length to second point or selecting two point 

defining the new length from Points option. 

Scale factor = new length / reference length. 

 

Copy option is used to create a copy of the source object and scale the copied object as the source object 

remains unaltered.  

 

 

Stretch   

Stretches objects crossed by a selection window or polygon  

Objects that are partially enclosed by a crossing window are stretched. Objects that are completely enclosed 

within a crossing window, or that are selected individually, are moved rather than stretched. Some types of 

objects such as circles, ellipse, and blocks, cannot be stretched. 

   

This option is same like move command. The objects with partially closed boundary are preferred to be 

stretched. 

The relocation of the object is same like base point and displacement. (see Move command). 



 

We can stretch any object at Z axis (for elevation) by defining the coordinate values i.e.,  x,y,z.  

 

Trim   

Trims objects to meet the edges of other objects 

To trim objects, select the boundaries. Then press Enter and select the object that you want to trim. To use all 

objects as boundaries, press Enter at the first Selection Objects prompt. 

 

 

 

Trimming of cutting edges are done only on the XY plane of the current UCS. 

 

Fence option used to create imaginary line segments to specify the intersecting objects or cutting edges and 

trim them. Fence do not form boundary. 

  

 

Crossing option used to define a window to specify the intersecting edges for trim.  

 The circle is selected as boundary. 

As we select the line for trim, the 

line trims up to the circle. 

Press Enter without selecting any 

boundary. This will consider all 

objects in drawing as boundary. 

Now select the line for trim and it 

will trim up to the next crossing. 

 

 

Dotted lines creating fence for 

trimming cutting edges. 



 

  

Project option used to trim crossing edges in selected viewports. 

 

 None – Trims cutting edges and intersecting objects in 3D space. This specifies no projection. 

 
 

 UCS – Trims cutting edges in XY plane of current UCS. 

 
 View – Trims cutting edges in current view port only. Specifies projection of current viewport. 

 

 

Edge option is used to trim objects with either Extend (extend the edges covering all boundary connected with 

following its trajectory and trim) or No extend option. 

 Extended – Extends the trajectory to intersect the object for trimming. 



 

 
 No extend – Trims only at cutting edges. 

 

Erase option used to delete selected objects without exit from Trim command. 

Shift-select the trimming object will lead to extend. 

 

Extend  

Extend objects to meet the edges of other objects 

To extend objects, first select the boundaries. Then press Enter and select the objects that you want to 

extend. To use all objects as boundaries, press Enter at the first Select Objects prompt.  

 

 

 

                 Rectangle selected as boundary   Line extended up to boundary (rectangle) 



 

 

 

Fence option is used to create imaginary line segments to specify the objects and extend them according to 

boundary selection. Fence do not form boundary. 

 

Crossing option used to define a window to specify the edges to extend. 

  

Project option is used to extend edges in selected viewports. 

 

 None – Extend edges in 3D space. This specifies no projection. 



 

 
 

 UCS – Extend edges in XY plane of current UCS. 

 
 

 

 View – Extend edges in current view port only. Specifies projection of current viewport. 

 
 

Edge option is used to extend objects with either Extend (extend the edges covering all boundary connected 

with following its trajectory) or No extend option. 

 

 Extended – Extends the trajectory to extend the object for intersecting. 



 

 
 

 No extend – extend only at edges. 

 

Shift-select the object to extend will lead to trim. 

Break at point   

Breaks the selected object at a single point 

Valid objects includes lines, open polylines, and arcs. Closed objects such as circles cannot be broken at a 

single point. 

To break any object, select the break at point command, a selection pick box appears to select the object. 

Define the point of break. 

 

 

 



 

Break   

Breaks the selected object between two points  

You can create a gap between two specified points on an object, breaking it into two objects. If the points are 

off of an object, they are automatically projected on to the object. Break is often used to create space for a 

block or text. 

To break any object at two points, select the Break command and select the object with the selection pick box. 

Now either define the first point by selecting First point or at the point the object is selected will consider the 

first point. Define second point to break the object and create a space. 

 

Or select the first point by following command.  

 

 

 

 

To convert a circle into arc, the segment is 

removed counterclockwise from first point 

to second point. 

 



 

Now, if we enter a same point for first break point and second break point, the object breaks at the same 

point and no segment is removed. Some objects like circle, ellipse or closed spline is not a valid selection. They 

are not broken into single point.  

Join   

Joins similar objects to form a single, unbroken object 

Combines a series of finite linear and open curved objects at their common endpoints to create a single 2D or 

3D object. The type of object that results depends on the types of object selected, the type of object selected 

first, and whether the objects are coplanar. 

To join contiguous series of segments (line segment or arc segment), select the Join command and select the 

segments sharing common end points with its adjacent segment and press Enter. The segments will join to 

form a single series of segment (polyline) or an object with close boundary. 

 

  

The properties of the segment follows the source object. 

 

 

 

 

 

Here, circle 1 (red-dotted) is selected 

as source object. After join, the 

properties of circle 1 is carried 

throughout the object. 

Joining non coplanar 

objects creates spline. 



 

 

 

 

Now, let’s follow the objects created from joining various objects: 

Multiple line segments create polyline. 

Multiple line segments 

 

Polyline 

Line and arc segments 
 

 

Polyline 

Arc segments (different 
sizes) 

 

Revision cloud 

Ellipse arc and other 
segments 

 

Spline 

Helix and other segments 

 

Spline 

 

 

Chamfer   

Bevels the edges of object 

The distances and the angles that you specify are applied in the order that you select the object. 

To chamfer edge of an object the required parameters are: 

 



 

Distance – Define the chamfer distance (distance from endpoint to the point of chamfer) for first line (first 

chamfer distance) and second line (second chamfer distance). Specify first line and second line to chamfer the 

edge where the both lines meet.  

 

Angle – Define a chamfer distance (distance from endpoint to the point of chamfer) and the chamfer angle. 

 

Polyline – Chamfer all edges of the object created by polyline following the same chamfer parameters. 

 

This command chamfers all vertex of polyline and created chamfers are new segments of the same polyline.  



 

 

If the chamfer distances are larger than any segment of the polyline and the chamfer not able to 

accommodate on that vertex, the segments are excluded from chamfer. 

 

Multiple – Chamfer multiple edges selected by user following the same chamfer parameters.  

 

Trim – This option is use either to trim or remain the extended edges after chamfer. Trim option trims the 

extended edges and No trim option remains the extended edges after chamfer. 

 

 

 

Method – Specify the chamfer method either distance or angle. 



 

 

Undo option is use to remove the last chamfer and re create the edges. 

 

We can use the Undo command from chamfer option only if we select Multiple to create repeated chamfers. 

Fillet  

Rounds and fillets the edges of objects  

In the example, an arc is created that is tangent to both the selected lines. The lines are trimmed to the ends 

of the arc. To create a sharp corner instead, enter a radius zero. 

 

To fillet any edge, we have to define the radius of fillet and the segments forming the edge. 

 

Fillet can be done on both line and arc segments. 

 

 

Polyline – Fillets all edges of the object created by polyline following the same radius. 

The fillet arc is tangent to the 

segments creating the fillet. 



 

 

Radius – Define the fillet radius. 

 

Trim – Specify the option either to trim or no trim the endpoints of the fillet edges. 

  

Multiple – Specify if repeated fillets to be done. 

  

 

 

 

Blend curves   

Creates a tangent or smooth spline between the end points of two open curves 

Select each object near an end point. The shape of the resulting spline depends on the specified continuity. 

The lengths of the selected objects remain unchanged. 



 

 

 

 

Explode  

Breaks a compound object into its component objects  

Explode a compound object when you want to modify its components separately. Objects that can be 

exploded includes blocks, polylines, and regions, among others. 

2D object (created by polyline or region) if exploded converts into segments. 

 

3D objects if exploded converts into regions and surfaces. Further the exploded converts into segments. 

 

The spline can be converted into 

fit or control vertices. 

Using the option Smooth, if we 

switch from CV to Fit points, the 

spline will change to degree 3 

and it will change the shape of 

the spline. 

 



 

 

Multiline text is exploded into text object. 

 

Lengthen   

Lengthen any segment. Increase or decrease the length of segment. 

Lengthen option is used on line segment and arc segment. The change in length is done at the endpoint we 

select the segment. 

The following methods are used to execute this command : 

 

Delta – Delta length (original length + incremental length) 

 

 

 

 

Percentage – Absolute percentage value (100% = original length)  

 

Change the include angle of arc 



 

Total – Absolute length 

 

 

 

Dynamic – Defined by coordinate value or constrain. Drag the endpoint by pointing device. 

 
 

 

Include angle of arc in actual 


